What happens if you pray and seek blessings from Saint Agathiar...

You will understand that Murder, Robbery, Rape, Revenge, Severe Fights, watching too much imaginative & fictitious cinema movies that would cause confusion and ruin personal attitude and believing that those imaginative fictions are real that harm our mind, repeated watching of such scenes are due to sinful actions of your past lives harmful acts on lives, and avoiding such scenes can be realized as a good thing for the mind and soul as well as doing humane acts would be the righteous way.

Hear Good things, See Good things and Live well

What happens if you pray and seek blessings from Lord Muruga...

You will understand that some people misuse their God given intelligence, for their own self-gratification and selfishness create movies with extreme violence that would damage the good entertainment value and awaken their aggressive animalistic behavior, lust and hateful emotions. People who had ignorantly watched such scenes over a long period consequently cause harm to others and become sinners.

In future, you will understand that Lord Muruga as Gnanapancithar would reprimand those who had caused the rise of such inappropriate movies for profit and resulting and causing the public ignorance and sin.

Over the years the Saints have shown traits of tolerance, compromise, understanding, friendliness, forgiveness, Godly devotion and human rights comprehensively and yet still at large are those who approve of violence and justify torturous murder in expressive violent movie scenes for profit and claim as business revolution contrary to the truth that affects the minds of the young men up to the elderly.

Any justification offered to spreading of sexual content, violent torture, violent scenes through movies, publication or otherwise would damage the very fabric of our community into a hardcore community.

Therefore, you will realise that Lord Muruga would pave a good life for those who avoid such violent and extreme sexual scene movies and those responsible for corrupting the community would suffer the wrath in their lives.